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ESTERLINE CODIS SV-126 SMART DISPLAY SELECTED 
FOR US ARMY AVENGER AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM 
  
COM Express architecture and Intel mobile multi-core CPUs deliver 
easy, flexible upgrade paths for high-performance visualization 
 
 
EVERETT, Wash., Sept. 30, 2016 — The Esterline Codis SV-126 smart display has 

been selected by the US Army PEO Missiles and Space, Cruise Missile Defense 

Systems, working with The Boeing Company, for the turret gunner position on the 

AN/TWQ-1 Avenger Air Defense System. The Codis SV-126 display replaces a legacy 

computing environment that has reached its end of life and allows for greater flexibility in 

managing technical refresh cycles of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products.  

 

The SV-126 unit is a 10-inch rugged XGA (1024x768) LED-backlight display with COM 

Express architecture and Intel mobile multi-core CPUs that enable easy updates to the 

latest processors. It delivers the graphics and processing power of a rugged computer 

for high-performance visualization in a compact footprint. Other features include: 

• Fan-less design 

• Low-reflection, optically-bonded, index-matched, high-contrast display 

• Impact-resistant, glass-on-glass analog resistive touchscreen 

• Intel® DualCore i33120ME, 2x2.4GHz, 8GB RAM with Integrated Intel HD 

Graphics 4000.   

• 128 GB field-removable SSD 
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The Avenger Air Defense System, designated AN/TWQ-1, is an American self-propelled 

short-range surface-to-air missile system used by the U.S. Army. It protects ground units 

against fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, cruise missiles, and unmanned aerial vehicles. 

 
Esterline Control & Communication Systems 

(www.esterline.com/controlandcommunication) designs and produces leading 

technology control and communication components and subsystems for today’s 

advanced requirements, focusing on delivering high-reliability human-machine interface 

(HMI) solutions to its customers across the globe. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Esterline Corporation (NYSE: ESL), an international specialized aerospace and defense 

company headquartered in Bellevue, Wash., that employs about 13,000 people 

worldwide. 

 
Intel® is a trademark of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries. 
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